


this is without bleed 

210 x 297 mm | 0.75pt

When 49% of people 
believe they spend too 
much time on electronic 
devices, and 31% believe 
they su�er from digital 
overload a print solution is 
the simple alternative.

FOILING AND LAMINATE
Soft touch laminate is available 
maximum size A3

Foiling is available however remember when
supplying this your artwork is required in 
three separate documents. 
1   | Artwork Front 
2  | Artwork Back 
3  | Foiled artwork (supplied 100% black)

Please get in touch for more
information on this service  

CHECK IT OUT..
 all linked �les been provided

 crop marks and bleeds have been included

 document is the correct size

 document for spelling errors

 the margins (essential when folding)

 the job is in PAGE ORDER (essential for booklets)

 all colour scans/images are 
    saved as CYMK and NOT RGB

 document is hi-res (300dpi colour)

 all fonts have been embedded or 
    converted to outline 

 do not supply the job imposed, 
    single pages are preferred



this is with bleed 

PDF
The �le type PDF/X-1a:2001 
is best for saving as it has a 
solid preset for print and 
will give you the best results. 

IT’S A BIND..

Binding methods can bring a project to life so 
consider your �nishing before setting your 
artwork. If you are not clear as to what 
options are avalible please get in touch and 
we will help and recommend the perfect way 
to set your artwork. 

wire binding
printed in single pages
both sides 

saddle stitch
printed in multiples of 
4pp (printed pages)

glue binding
printed in single pages
additional bleed required



Business Cards
85mm - 55mm

Bleed area
91mm - 61mm

Crop Marks

148 x 210 mm | 1pt

with crops & bleed without crops & bleed

CROP MARKS & BLEEDS
The most common problem 
most printers have with �les are 
with crops and bleeds or the lack 
of them. Crops show where to 
trim the page and bleed gives 
some leeway when trimming.  
3mm is standard but always 
double check especially if you 
are looking for a speci�c �nish. 

by adding 3mm to the edge 
of the artwork this allows us 
to crop to full colour edges 
or images with no white left 
on the edge of the print

RGB
for digital on screen 
do not use for print 

CMYK
for print 

DPI (dots per inch)

72dpi 300dpi10dpi



size matters
Paper Sizes

A0 841 x 1188 mm
A1 594 x 841 mm
A2 420 x 594 mm
A3 297 x 420 mm
A4 210 x 297 mm
A5 148 x 210 mm
A6 105 x 148 mm
A7 74 x 105 mm

print o�ers the
perfect calm allowing
the audience time to
engage with
your messaging

297 x 420 mm | 0.25pt



105 x 148 mm | 2ptyour 
print 
partner

The Gatehouse Agency
Robert Gordon University
Garthdee, Aberdeen
AB10 7AQ

T: 01224 262945
E: orderform@rgu.ac.uk

thegatehouse.info




